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Throughout this paper by a space \ve shall mean a completely regular Hausdorff 
space unless otherwise specified. A space is called topologically complete if it is 
complete with respect to its .:!!ncst uniformity, whereas a space is called an absolute 
Go if it is a Go in its Stone-Cech compactification. The completion of a space X 
with respect to its finest uniformity is called the topological completion of X and 
will be denoted by ,fleX). 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss some basic properties of fleX) and to 
apply them to the case of 1I1-spaces. 
In § 1, for any space )( with a uniformity (jJ we shall construct a space (l,,iX) 
which is the weak completion of ),( with respect to rjJ in the sense defined in § l. 
In § 2, we shall consider flq,(-'K) in case (JJ is the finest uniformity of X. In this 
case (If/JC-'K) is shown to coincide with the completion of X with respect to (j) and 
hence we write pC-'K) instead of f!,lX). The space fleX) is characterized as a space 
Y with properties (a) and (b): 
(a) Y is a topologically complete space containing )( as a dense subspace, 
(b) every continuous map from _'K into a metric space T can be extended to 
a continuous map from Y into T. 
For any continuous map f: X ~ Y there con"esponds a continuous map fl(f): 
p(X)----'> p( Y). Thus p defines a covariant functor from the category of all spaces 
into the category of all topologically complete spaces (morphisms in both categories 
being continuous maps). 
For _M-spaces which are introduced in our previous paper [11] the functor fl 
possesses the following remarkable properties: 
(1) fLC-'K) is a paracompact M-space for any l11-space X. 
(2) If f: X-> Y is a quasi-perfect map where X and Y are ~M-spaces, then 
,£1(f): fl(X)----'>fl(Y) is a perfect map. 
Thus for an 1\1-space X fl-(X) may be called the paracompactification of X. 
Several spaces are characterized by the property of p(_'K). For example, an AI-space 
X admits a quasi-perfect map from _'K onto a separable (resp. locally compact or 
complete) metric space if and only if fleX) is LindelOf Crespo locally compact or an 
absolute Go). § 4 is devoted to characterizing a space _'K with a paracompact 111-
space as (l(X), 
In § 5 we are concerned with the product formula fl-C'Kx Y) = flXx fl-Y which, 
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however, does not hold in general. The first case for which \ve shall assure the 
validity of this formula is this: X is an arbitrary space and Y is a locally compact 
paracompact space. If we restrict ourselves to the case of )(x Y being an l\1-space, 
we can prove a more precise result that p(Xx Y) = /lXX III Y if and only if there 
are quasi-perfect maps <p: X- ~s, 1< Y -'> T with Sand T metrizable such that 
<px¢: ){x Y---;.Sx T is also quasi-perfect. 
As an application of the last result, we shall establish that 
dim (Xx Y)~dim){ +dim Y 
if X is an l11-space and Y is a metric space or a locally compact paracompact space. 
Here it should be noted that ~Y is not necessarily normal, and hence we understand 
dim X in the sense of M. Katetov (that is, dim X is the covering dimension of 
j3CY». It seems that this is the first result which assures the validity of the 
product theorem in dimension theory for the case where Xx Y is not assumed to 
be normal. 
Finally a number of problems will be raised in § 7. 
1. Definition of p~,(X) 
For any space X, let (jJ be a uniformity of _Y agreeing with the topology of 
X; that is, let (/J be a family of open coverings of X satisfying conditions (a) to 
(c) below, where for coverings LU and CV of X we mean by V <CV that CV is a 
refinement of cU. 
(a) If V, qJE(j), then there exists cUJE(/J such that V <CJ)) and CV<q,v. 
(b) If V E (P, there is CV E 0 which is a star-refinement of V (that is, 
{St (V, CV) I VEqJ}>V). 
(c) {St (:.c, V) I V E0} is a basis of neighborhoods at each point x of X. 
Now, let {(fJ 1 I I.E /1} be the totality of those normal sequences which consist of 
open coverings of X contained in r/J. Let (fJ;.={V J.i I i=l, 2, ... }, where V;'iEr/J and 
V "i is a star-refinement of V J.i-l for i=2, 3, .... As in [11], we denote by CY,0;) 
the topological space obtained from X by taking {St (x, V;.) Ii = 1,2, ... } as a basis 
of neighborhoods at each point x of)( For any subset A of ~Y we set 
Int (A; ( 2)={XEXI St (x, V;.)cA for some i}. 
Then Int (A; (j) J is open in (X, 0 ;.). Let ){/0;. be the quotient space obtained from 
CY, (p).) by defining those two points .r and y equivalent for \vhich yE St (x, cU J..) foi-
i=l, 2, .... Let us denote by i;. the identity map of X viewed as a map from )( 
onto (X, (PJ.) and by <p;. the quotient map from (X, (fJ;.) onto X/(J);.. Let us set 
Since <p,;-l(<p;,(Int (A; (J);.») =Int (A; ( 2), <P2 is an open continuous map and hence <pJ. 
is a continuous map. 
Let us set 
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Then q) J.i is an open covering of eX", (j) ).), since for any point ::c of ~X" there exists 
UE V Ai such that St (:.c, V J.i ,)c u. 
We shall prove that St (A, V).i)ce implies St (A, q),)clnt (e; (j)).). Let y be 
any point of Int(U;r]JJ.) with UEV).i where Anlnt(U;(j);,)"",-:rp. Then St(y,VAj)CU 
for some j and, since An U:=)Anlnt (U; (jJJ.)~~), we have Uc St (A, V).i) c e. 
Therefore St (y, V J.i)ce, that is, yEInt (e, (jJJ, 
Thus, if St(UI,V).il)CU for U'EVJ.il1' UEVJ.i' then St(Int(U';(J)J,Q)J.il) 
clnt (U; (J)J.). This shows that C(J).Hl is a star-refinement of C(JJ.i' Moreover, it is 
easy to see that C(JJ.i> C[; 'i while > C(JJ.i for i = 1,2, ., '. Let us denote the 
normal sequence {C(JJ.i I i=l, 2, ... } by (/J'}' and call it the normalized normal sequence 
associated with $ /.. Indeed, we have 
(X, (J)'j')=(X, $;), 
and {SOJ.(C(JJ.) I i=l, 2, ... } is a normal sequence of open coverings of _x"!$J. which 
defines a uniformity of X/(/J;, \vhere SOJ.(C(JJ.)={soJV) I VEq)J.J Therefore X/(IJ). is 
a metrizable space. 
Here it should be noted that if order of V Ai ~ n -+ 1 for each i, then order of 
SDJ.(C(JJ.i)~n-+l for each i since order of SD.«C(JJ.i)=order of C(JJ.i~order of VJ.p and 
cosequently \ve have dim X/(J)J.~n by Nagata [13, Corollary to Theorem 5.1]. 
Next, we shall introduce a partial order in 1(J);.1 AE/1}. Let A, pE/./. In case for 
each i there exists VPjE(J)fl such that qJ/lj>VJ.i' we write (]J;.<(jJ p ' T'hen for a 
countable number of elements Ai, i = 1,2, ... of /l there exists an element p of /l 
such that r]JJ.i<r]J/l for i=l, 2, .... 
Suppose that $ J. < (fJ fl' Then it is easy to see that if a subset e of _X" is open 
in (X, (J) J.), then so is e in eX", (fJ/I) and that 
co 00 
yEn St (x, V I' .) 
j=l J 
implies yEn St (x, V J.i) 
i=l 
for any two points x, y of X. Therefore there exists a canonical map 
SD~ is continuous as is seen from the commutative diagram 
where i'f. is the identity map. 
Let us now utilize the normalized normal sequences r]J'}'={C(JJ.i} and (/J:={C(Jl'i} 
associated with (fJJ. and (fJfl respectively. 1£ VPj>VJ.itl then we have 
and hence (SO>.)-l(SDJ.(C(JJ.i») <SO,,cC(Jfl)' Thus 9'f. is a uniformly continuous map from 
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X/Wjt onto Xjw 2 • 
From the above considerations it is seen that 
is an inverse system of metrizable spaces. Let us denote by fliX) the limit of 
this inverse system: 
piX) = lim XI (lJ l. , 
+--
and by rrl. the projection from PrJi()() into Xlw,. By the uniformity of PII,(X) we 
mean that uniformity which consists of 
{rr;-lsol.(CVl. i ) I ).E /1, i = 1,2, ... } . 
For any point x of X {SOl.(x) I ).E /J} defines a point of piX) and defines a map 
Since CVJ.j,=so-1(rr;-1(9J.(CVJ.i»)' tp is a uniformly continuous map. Moreover, if x='s;-x' 
for x, x' of X, then tpJ.(x)='s;-tpJ.(x') for some). of II. Hence 9 is one-to-one, and 
is a uniform homeomorphism and tp(X) is dense in ,IJ.I/)(X). 
In case every Cauchy family {C r} of X with the countable intersection property 
is non-vanishing (that is, nC/1='s;-<jJ), we say that X is weakly complete with respect 
to W, Then we have 
THEOREl\1 1. 1. The map ~f): )( ->,I1'i'(X) zs onto if and only if .X is weakly cmn-
plete with respect to (j), 
The "if" part is easy to see. Indeed, let y be any point of p·,iX) , Then 
{so;-l(rr.l(Y» I AEI1} is a Cauchy family of X wity respect to (j) and has the countable 
intersection property; for xE so;-l(rr;'(y» we have 
i =1,2, ' .. , 
and for AiEl!, i=l, 2, ''', if we take pEll such that (j)J.i«/J!1l i=l, 2, "', we have 
i=l, 2"" , 
since ~rJJ.ioSOI'=SOl.i' =rrl.i' Therefore, if )( is weakly complete with respect to 
(I), there exists a point x of X such that 
xE n so;:l(rrJ.(y» , 
J. 
and ,ve have tp(x) = ?I, which shows that tp is onto. 
Next, let {C r I rE J'} be a Cauchy family of X with respect fo (JJ which has the 
countable intersection property. Then for each). and each positive integer i there 
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exists rC:UE j' such that c V1j. for some V;'i E q)'<i' From the countable 
intersection property of {Ci} and the agreement of {<P,,(CVJ.i) i=l, 2, ... } with the 
00 
topology of )(j(j)J. it follows that n <p;.(CrOi» consists of exactly one point, and this 
i.=l 
point does not depend on the choice of C,(1); we denote it by YJ.. Therefore, if 
(j),I> (j);" we have <p~(Yf1)=YJ.. 
Let g = {Dol oE J} be a maximal filter containing {CT I rE j '}. Since 
y;,(CiOi»CSt (y" <p;.(CVJ.)) 
we have 
for every (5 111 J, and hence 
Since <p,;-l(St (Yh <p;,(CV;,) = <p-l;:-;:-'(St (Yh <PJ.(C()J.i»)' we see that if V·le denote by Y the 
point {y;.} of fiq,(X) Vle have yE <pCCr) for every r in r. This shows that if <p is 
onto then X is weakly complete with respect to (/), 
COROLLARY 1. 2. If X is complete with resjJect to (/), then <p: _3(-', fiiX) is onto. 
Hereafter we identify )( with y(X) and consider .X as a subspace of fiiX). 
The following theorems are contained in the proof of Theorem 1. 1. 
THEOREM 1. 3. fiiX) is the weak completion oj X with respect to (j). 
THEOREM 1. 4. If X admits a uniformity which consists oj open coverings of 
order ~n+l and with respect to which X is weakly cmnplete, then _3( is the limit 
of an inverse system oj metric spaces oj dimension ~n. This is the case if X is 
paracompact and dim _3(~n. 
The notion of weak completeness is different from that of completeness; for 
example, every metric space is weakly complete with respect to its metric uniformity. 
However, there are cases for which both notions of completeness coincide. The 
uniformity consisting of all normal coverings of _3( is called the finest uniformity 
of X. 
THEOREM 1. 5. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) _3( is complete with respect to its finest uniJormity (resp. the uniformity 
consisting oj all countable nonnal coverings of )(); that is, _3( is topologically com-
jJlete (resp. realcompact). 
(b) )( is weakly complete with respect to its finest unifonnity Crespo the uni-
formity consisting oj all countable nonnal coverings oj _3(). 
Cc) )( is the limit oj an inverse system oj metric (resp. separable metric) spaces. 
Cd) X is homeomO?'phic to a closed subset of a product oj metric Crespo separable 
'lnetric) spaces. 
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Proof. By Theorem 1. 1 (b) implies (c). Since a metric (resp. separable metric) 
space is topologically complete Crespo realcompact), (d) implies (a). Since the impli-
cations (a) ~ (b) and (c) ~ (d) are obvious, this completes the proof of Theorem 1. 4. 
Expansions of spaces into inverse systems of metric spaces have been investi-
gated by B. Pasynkov [5], V. Kljusin [7, 8] and some results similar to ours are 
obtained; in particular, the second part of Theorem 1. 4 and the equivalence of 
(a), (c) and Cd) in Theorem 1. 5 are obtained by Pasynkov. 
2. Characteristic properties of p(X) 
Throughout this section, <]J is assumed to be the fmest uniformity of X. In 
this case we write fleX) instead of flr[)(X), Thus (rJ)) I AE/l} is the set of all the 
normal sequences of open coverings of X. F or any continuous map f: X -> Y there 
exists its extension. (3(f): (3(X)-",B(Y), where for a space S (3(5) means the Stone-
Cech compactification of S. 
LEMMA 2. 1. {(3(X/([J 1) ; ,B(9J)~)} is an inverse system and its li11'Zit can be identified 
with (3(X). 
Proof. Let lff = {qy iii = 1,2, ... } be a normal sequence of finite open coverings 
of ,BCJ{). Then qYi n X={T¥n XI WECUJd, i =1,2, .. · determine a normal sequence 
of open coverings of X, which is equal to (j)) with some J. of )1; (j) 1 = {V li I i = 1, 2, ... } 
and V)i = Cj),Ji n ~'K. As in § 1, we have a canonical map 0; (3(){)---+pC'K)jlJf which is 
continuous. Then the following assertions hold: 
(1) For two points x and Xl of _J{ 
00 00 
Xl E n St (x, eM/i) <:===} Xl E n St (x, V J.) . 
i=l i=l 
(2) If Ii is open in ((3(X), If/), then lin X is open in (X, (j))). 
(3) If G is open in eX, (jJ J), then there is an open set II of (p(){),7Jr) such that 
G=J-InX. 
Since (1) and (2) are obvious, we have only to prove (3). For this purpose, let 
::c be any point of G. Since G is open in (X, (j) J.) there exists an integer i(x) such 
that St (:c, V J.i(X»cG. Let us set 
Then ]{n)(=G. Let us set further Ii=Int (K; ljf). Then we have GcI-IcI( and 
hence IInX=G. This proves (3). 
From (1) to (3) it follows that 
where 1): ){/w 2->P(X)/7JF is the inclusion map. Hence we have 0=(3(1)0 p(cpl.). 
Let y and y' be any distinct points of p(X). Then there exists a normal 
sequence ljf of open coverings of (3(X) such that O(y)~O(y/). Hence /9(9JI.)(y)~p(9JJ.)(?;') 
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for some I.E /l as is seen from the result in the preceding paragraph. 
Therefore the canonical map ;3()C)->ljm {j3(Xj(JJ;) ; ,B(9~)} is one-to-one and conse-
quently a homeomorphism. This proves Lemma 2. l. 
THEOREM 2. 2. For any space )(, we have _x: c p(X) c f3CX:) and 
= n {(3(f)-l(T) : X-----.c;T is a continusus maj) with T metrizable}. 
Proof. The first equality follows directly from Lemma 2. l. To prove the 
second equality, let f be an arbitrary continuous map from X into a metric space 
T. Then there exists AE /1 such that g09, \vith a suitable continuous map g: 
Xjq)~T; if {Q1/ili=I,2, ... } is a normal sequence of open coverings of T which 
agrees with the topology of T, then {f-1(WJ Ii = 1,2, ... } =(JJ). vvith some A of /1 and 
we have a desired map g. 
Therefore we have 
and the second equality is proved. 
Now, let f: _x: --> Y be any continuous map. Then for any continuous map ~, 
from Y into a metric space T we have 
and hence 
In view of Theorem 2. 2 this shows that (3(f) carries fleX) into !ley). Let us 
denote this map by p(f). Then we have p(gf) = p(g),f1Cf) for continuous maps 
f: X-..Y, g: Y-->Z and p(Lr)=I"cn. 
LEMMA 2. 3. If ~X: eYe fJ.(X), then (-l(Y) = fleX). 
Proof. If 9 is a continuous map from Y into a metric space T, then f=g I_X:: 
X ~ T is continuous and (3(f) Conversely, for any continuous map f from 1Y 
into a metric space T pCf) carries fl(){) into peT) and, since T= p( T) by Corollary 
1. 2, 9 = p(f) I Y is a continuous map from Y into T such that 9 I_X: = f. By Theo-
rem 2. 2 we have therefore pC Y) = fleX). 
THEOREM 2. 4. p(X) is characterized as a space Y with the following properties: 
(a) Y is a topologically complete space containing )( as a dense subspace. 
(b) Any continuous nwp f from X into an arbitrary metric space T can be 
extended to a continuous map flom Y into T. 
Proof. pC_X:) is the limit of an inverse system of metric spaces and hence by 
Theorem 1. 5 p(X) is topologically complete. Thus p(X) satisfies (a). As for (b), 
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the extension of f over pUC) is given by jJ(f): p()()-'jJ( T) = T. 
Conversely, let Y be a space satisfying (a) and (b). From (b) it follows that 
(3( Y) = (3(X), and hence Xc Y c ;S(X). For any continuous map f from X into a 
metric space T there exists a continuous rnap q: Y -,1' such that f=q 1 X. Since 
(3(f) : (3(X)->(3(T) and ;)(0)1 Y=(J, \~Te havef3(f)(Y)cTand hence Yc,3(f)-1(T). 
Therefore we have Y c jJCK) by Theorem 2. 2. Now, Lemma 2. 3 shO\;l/s that 
p( Y) = p(X). On the other hand, p( Y) = Y since Y is topologically complete. Thus 
we have Y = fLeX). 
THEOT<EM 2. 5. lAX) is characterized as a topologically cOJnplete space Y which 
is the smallest with respect to properties (a) and Cb) below: 
(a) Y contains X as a dense sl-tbspace, 
(b) every bounded real-valued continuous function on ,K can be extended to a 
continuous function over Y. 
Proof. Let Y be a topologically complete space Y satisfying (a) and (b). Then 
Xc Y c pC Y) = (3(X). Let f be the inclusion map: )( --> Y. Then (3(f): (3(X)-->(3( Y) 
is the identity. Since fL(f)=/3(f) I flCK): pCK)-->jJ(Y) and p(Y)= Y, we have p.(X)c Y. 
THEOREM 2. 6. fleX) is homeomorphic to the cOJnpletion of X with respect to 
its finest uniformity. 
P}"oof. Let Y be the completion of X with respect to its finest uniformity. 
Let f be any continuous map from X into a metric space T. Then f is a uniformly 
continuous map if we consider X and T as uniform spaces with the finest uni-
formity. Since T is complete with respect to its finest uniformity, f can be 
extended to a continuous map from Y into T. Hence by Theorem 2. 4 we have 
Theorem 2. 6. 
The above considerations except Theorem 2. 5 apply equally well to jJrpCK) for 
the case where (j) consists of all normal coverings of X with cardinality ~m (nz: 
an infll1ite cardinal number) if we require T to be a metric space with weight ~?n. 
In particular, in case m = '8:.0 (Jq/X) is the Hewitt realcompactification of .K. 
In concluding this section, we state the following theorem; its proof is simple 
and is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 2.7. If X is the topological sum of ,:Yh JEll, then fleX) lS the 
topological sum of fl(X;.) , ).EA. 
3. p(X) for an M-space X 
We shall first prove 
THEOREM 3. 1. j1(X) is compact if and only if .X is pseudo compact. 
Proof. Suppose that ~K is pseudocompact. Then for any <P2: ~K-->X/({h we see 
that X/(]) J. is compact and hence (3(<pJ.)-l(X/({J;.) = fJC-K). Therefore by Theorem 2. 2 
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we have p(X) = ,B(X). 
Conversely, suppose that fleX) is compact. Then we have p(X) = (3(X). Let 
f: X-+T be any continuous map from X onto a metric space T. Then from the 
property of fleX) it fo11mvs that p(f) carries p(X) into T. Since p(f) is clearly 
onto, T is compact. Therefore X is pseudocompact. 
Suggested by Theorem 3. 1, we shall say that X is pseudo-paracompact, if 
fleX) is paracompact. As is seen from Theorem 5. 1 belmv, the product of a pseudo-
paracompact space with a locally compact paracompact space is pseudo-paracompact. 
As an example of pseudo-paracompact spaces we can mention ~1\l-spaces. 
In a previous paper [11] we have called a space )( an ~1\l-space in case there is 
a normal sequence {Vi} of open coverings of )[ satisfying condition (M) below: 
(M) If {Kd is a decreasing sequence of non-empty closed sets of X such that 
Kic St (x, V i) for each i and for some point .x of )(, then n I{l:~¢' 
For paracompact spaces "1\l-spaces coincide with p-spaces in the sense of 
Arhangel'skii [1]. 
Let )( be an ~1\l-space and let (P' = {(!J 21 I.E II'} be the totality of all normal 
sequences of )[ satisfying condition (1\11). Then {(jJ;.1 AEA'} is a coEtnal subset of 
{(jJJ.1 AE .I1} by using the notations in § 2, and hence p(X) is the limit of the inverse 
subsystem {Xj(j)). I AE /1'} of {Xj(j) J.I AE /l}. As \;vas 8hov;/n in [11], (l')': )(--*)(j(j)J. is a 
quasi-perfect map for each A of 11'. In case A,pE/I' and (jJJ.«!J fl we have cpJ.=~r/;0<fp 
and hence cp'l: Xj(jJI'--<)(j(jJJ. is a perfect map. Therefore 
since )(j(/Jp=(3(cp'D- 1()[j(jJ;), and consequently by Theorem 2.2 we have 
for each A E ,1' . 
Since a quasi-perfect map from _)( onto a metric space T coincides with CPl: _)(-+Xjw1 
for some A of //l, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that ){ is an ill-space. Then we have 
for any quasi-pe1ject map f fmm _)( onto a metric space T, and fI(f): p()O-+ T is 
a perfect 1JWp. l'v1oreover, ifl(X) is a paracompact JVI-space. 
The following lemma is useful. 
LEMMA 3. 3. Let f be a continuous map franz an 111-space _)( into a metric 
space T. Then the following assertions hold for pCf): pC)()-+ T. 
(a) f is onto if and only if p(f) is onto. 
Cb) f is closed if and only if p(f) is closed. 
(c) f is quasi-peJject if and only if p(f) is perfect. 
Pmof. There exists some }E A' such that f =17- 0 02 for some continuous map 
h: )(j(j);.-+ T. From the commutative diagram 
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we see that pCf) =/zo p(rp;} 
To prove (a) which holds for a non-Ai-space X also, suppose that p(f) is onto. 
Then /z must be onto and hence f=/torp, is onto. This proves the non-trivial part 
of (a). 
Next, it is easy to see that f is closed (resp. quasi-perfect) if and only if lz is 
closed (resp. perfect) and the latter holds if and only if p(f) is closed (resp. perfect). 
This proves (b) and (c). 
THEOREM 3. 4. Let f be a quasi-perfect 7nap fronz an _~1-space )( onto an NI-
sj)ace Y. Then pCf): p.(X)---'>p(Y) is a perfect map. 
Proof. Let y) be any quasi-perfect map from Y onto a metric space T. Then 
cpof: X---'>T is a quasi-perfect map and by Theorem 3.2 we have 
This shows that p(f) is perfect since p(f) = p(f) I p(X). 
REMARK. As was shown in [12], the image of an AI-space under a perfect 
map is not necessarily an At-space and Theorem 3. 4 does not hold if we do not 
assume Y to be an 1I1-space. 
Some properties of an AI-space are expressed by those of p(X). 
THEOREM 3. 5. Let)( be an M-space. Then there exists a quasi-pe71ed map 
from X onto a separable (resp. locally comjJact or complete) metric sj)ace if and 
only if p(X) is Lindelof (resp. locally compact or an absolute Go). 
This theorem is easy to see in view of Lemma 3. 3. 
Theorem 3. 5, together with TheOl-ern 3. 4, gives rise to the following theorem, 
since the properties of a space such as "LindelOf", "locally com pact" or "absolute 
Go" are preserved under perfect maps. 
THEOREM 3. 6. Let f be a quasi-pel/eet maj) from art 1\1-space )( onto an 1\1-
space Y. If)( admits a quasi-pel1ed map from )( onto a separable (resj). locally 
compact or complete) metric space, so does Y. 
4. Spaces whose topological completions are M-spaces 
In this section we shall first prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. A space )( is a j)aracompact 1\1-space if aJui only if X is the 
limit oj an inverse system {T;; yl~} of metric spaces 1~ with bonding maps perfect. 
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The" only if" part is proved in the paragraph preceding T'heorem 3. 2 and 
was proved by Kljusin [7]. The" if" part is a direct consequence of the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4. 2. Let {Xl.; (jJ~ I I., flE Il} be an inverse system such that ~o~ is a 
perfect 1nap for each j)air A, f1 with J. <fl, and let X be its limit. Then the projection 
(jJ2: )(---'>~XJ. is a peJject map. 
Proof. For any point x;. of ~)(l we have 
(jJi"l(.X;') =lim {((jJID-1(.xJ.) ; (jJ~ I fl> A, 1» fl>}.} . 
<-
Sime «(jJ~n-l(x;) is compact and non-empty, y."i"l(X,,) is compact and non-empty, and 
hence (jJJ. is onto. 
Let F be any closed subset of ~)(. Suppose that there is a point Xl of Xl such 
that x, $ (jJJF). Then n F=¢ and, since ~/)i"l(X.<) is compact, there exist a 
finite number of elements flj, j = 1, "', m of Ii. such that 
7n 
(jJi"l(:C,l) C U (jJ;j( TYj ) , 
j=l 
with some open subsets Hlj of X/lj for J'=l, "', In. Here we can assume that fl.i>?', 
j=l, "', m. Now, take flEA so that fl>flj, j=l, "', In, and set 
1n 
TY='U «(jJ;)-l(Tif~i)' 
j=l 
Then VV is an open set of ~X;u and we have 
then x;.E V and (~on-l(17)c liT', and V is open since ~dJ. is a closed map. Thus we 
have 
This shows that XJ. $ (jJ).(F). Therefore (jJ;.(F) is closed. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 4. 2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Under the same assumptions as zn Theorem, 4.2, if each _XJ. 
'lS a (paracom,pact) ~~1-space, so is X. 
After the first draft of this paper had been completed, T. Isiwata [5] generalized 
the notion of ~~1-spaces as follows: A space _x is called an 111' -space if there is a 
norm.al sequence {Vi \ £=1, 2, ... } of open coverings of ~X satisfying condition (111') 
which is obtained from condition C~1) in § 3 by restricting each !{i there to be a 
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zero-set (of a real-valued continuous function over _X} Analogously as in the case 
of M-spaces a space X is an _Ai'-space if and only if there is a continuous map 
f from )[ onto a metric space T such that I (F) is closed for each zero-set Ii' of X 
and f-l(t) is relatively pseudocompact (that is, every real-valued continuous function 
over X is bounded on I-l(t». He calls a map \vith such a property as f an SZ-
map. In case _X is an 111' -space, the set II' of I.E /J such that Yl: X -+Xj(j) h with 
notations in § 2, is an SZ-map is cofinal in /I and 'rr/5. is a perfect map if W;. < 1J" 
and I., flEA'. Thus by Theorem 4.2 fleX) is a paracompact i11-space. This is seen 
also from Theorem 2. 5 and Isiwata [5, I; Theorem 2. 5]. 
TJ-n:;:OR EM 4. 4. p(X) is a paracompact M-space if and only if ):( is an _Ai'-
sjx/ce. 
We have only to prove the" only if "part. Suppose that p(X) is a paracompact 
_Ai-space. Then, by using notations in § 2, ply).): pCX'-')-+Xj(J);. is a perfect map for 
each I. of a cofmal subset /1' of /1, and hence if (J);,<W I1 for ), j1EIl', the map 
y';: _Xj(j) ,,-+Xj1J;. is a perfect map. Let 9 be an arbitrary real-valued continuous 
function over X. For a given A of /1' there exists (J.E /1' such that <P J. < WI' and 
Q=/z0YIl with some real-valued continuous function h. If F=g-l(O), then 9iF)=h-1(O) 
is closed and, since <pI; is perfect, y;.(F) = y~911(F) is closed. Moreover, 9 is bounded 
on <p-;l(y) for yE Xj(j) J., since g(<p-;l(y» =g(<p;l(<pl5.)-l(y» =h«(9'J.)-1(y». This shows that 
)( is an l\i'-space. 
It should be noted ~hat Theorem 3. 5 remains true for an }\II' -space if we 
replace" a quasi-perfect map" by "an SZ-map". 
5. Conditions for p(Xx Y) = pXx p Y 
We shall first prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. 1. Let Y be a locally compact paracompact space or a locally 
compact, topologically complete space. Then we have 
p(Xx Y)=pXxpY(=fl.XX Y) 
for any space _X. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that Y is compact. Let I be any continuous map from 
_Xx Y into a metric space T. For each point x of X let us define a map Iff (x) from 
Y into T by 
[1f!(x)](y)=/(x, y). 
Then ?jf(x) is a continuous maps from Y into T. The set of all continuous maps 
from Y into T becomes a metric space if we define a distance between two con-
tin uous maps a and f3 from Y into T by 
pea, (3) =sup {pT(a(y), ,B(y» lyE Y} , 
where P1' is a metric in T. This space is denoted by TY. Then we have a map 
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7J!: _X->TY. 
The map IF is continuous. Because for any point :c of )(, any positive number £ 
and any point V of Y there exist a neighborhood Uy(x) of :r and a neighborhood 
V(y) of y such that 
for :c' E Uy(x), y' E Vei;) . 
Then there exist a finite number of points Vi, i = 1, "', In of Y such that 
7n 
Y= U VC?Ji). 
i=l 
If we set 
?n 
UCr) = n UyJr) , 
i=l 
then 
p1'(f(x, y),fex', y»<£ for .r/E UCr), yE Y, 
and hence Iff is continuous. 
Since TY is a metric space, there is an extension flC'F): f1.(X)~ TY of 7jf. Let 
us set 
g(f;, y) = [fl(lJf)(f;)](y) for ;E p.(X), VE Y. 
To prove the continuity of the map g: p.Xx Y -> T, suppose that ;E p.(X), yE Y and 
£>0. Then there exists a neighborhood U(f;) of f; such that 
for ;' E U(f;) . 
Take a neighborhood V(y) of y so that 
for y' E V(y) . 
Then we have 
p1'(g(f;, y), g(f;', v'» <£ for ;' E U(f;), yl E F(y) . 
This shows that g: /L;(X Y ---+ T is a continuous map which is an extension of 
f: _Xx Y->T. 
Since pOi.) x Y is topologically complete, by Theorem 2. 4 we have flC;(x Y) = 
/L;(X Y. 
(ii) In case Y is not compact, there exists an open covering {Br I rE r} of Y 
such that Br is compact for each r. Let f: Xx Y-,T be any continuous map, 
where T is a metric space. As has been shown above, f I Xx Br can be extended 
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to a continuous map gr: p(X) X Br---7 T. Since glx, y) =gr'(x, y) for :CCX, yE Br n Br" 
we have also gr(~' y) =gr'(~' y) for f;E ,uX, liE Br n Br,. Therefore, if we define a map 
g: jAX) x Y----+T by 
for ~E p(X), yE Br , 
then 9 is well defined and since 9 I p.Xx B, is continuous for each r, 9 is continuous. 
On the other hand, jLXX Y is topologically complete. Therefore by Theorem 2. 4 
we have pC-xx Y)=(LXX Y=/uYxpY. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.l. 
As is well known, there are pseudocompact spaces P and Q such that Px Q is 
not pseudocompact. In this case, by Theorem 3. 1, pep) and p(Q) are compact but 
p(Px Q) is not. Therefore, ,11C-XX Y) = pC-X) X p( Y) does not hold in general. If we 
restrict our consideration to Ai-spaces, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. 2. Let Xx Y be an JVI-sj)ace. Then the following statenzents are 
equivalent. 
(a) p(Xx Y)=pXxpY. 
(b) There exist quasi-pel/eet maps ~: X ------>-S and cp: Y -> T with S, T nzetrizable 
such that ~f) X 1): Xx Y--- ... Sx T is quasi-peTfect. 
(c) If Ii (resj). L) is any countably comj)act closed subset of )( (resp. Y), then 
fix L is countably compact. 
P1-00f. (a)=?(b). Let~: X--->S and cp: Y----..T be any quasi-perfect maps, where 
Sand T are metric spaces. Then p(~): p(X)->S and p(cj;): j/(Y)->T are perfect 
maps, and hence 
p(~) x pCcj;): p(X) X p(Y)-Sx T 
is also perfect. If (a) holds, by Lemma 3. 3 ~x ¢ is a quasi-perfect map. This 
proves (b). 
(b)=?(c). Suppose that there are quasi-perfect maps ~: X-->-S, ¢: Y-->-T with S 
and T metrizable such that ~x1): XxY----+SxT is quasi-perfect. 
Let Ii (resp. L) be any countably compact closed subset of X Crespo Y). 1£ 
we set KO=r.p-l~(K) and Lo=1Fl¢(L), it follows from the quasi-perfectness of ~x ¢ 
that Ko X Lo is countably compact, since ~(K) x ¢(L) is compact. Hence fix L is 
countably compact. 
(c) =? (a). Assume (c). . Let f be any continuous map from Xx Y onto a metric 
space R. Let K Crespo L) l::e any countably compact closed subset of X Crespo Y). 
Then, by (c) and a theorem of Glicksberg (d. [3]), f I Kx L is extended to a con-
tinuous map g]{x,6CL): Kx [3(L)-> R. If we take another countably compact closed 
set Ii' of X, then we have a continuous map gJ(lxp(L): I{' X f3(L)->R. Then two 
maps g](xpCL) and 9](1 x,BCL) coincide with each other over (Kn K') X L and hence over 
(l(n IC) x j3(L). Any point x of X is contained in some countably compact closed 
set. Hence we have a single-valued map 
gXxp(L): Xx ~(L)->R 
which coincides with gKx,q(!,) over Kx j3(L). If C is a countably compact subset of 
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Xx peL), then 
CcKxpCL) 
for some countably compact closed subset J{ of){ Since gXx,S(L) is continuous 
over J{x ,B(L) , gXxp(L) is continuous over C. According to Nagata [14, Theorem 1], 
every AI-space is a quasi-/?-space. Since )(x peL) is an Ai-space we can 'conclude 
that gxxpCf,) is a continuous map. Applying Theorem 5. 1 to the present case we 
see that gxx,oCf,) is extended to a continuous map 
Thus fJ)(xL is extended to a continuous map gL: fJ.XxL->R. 
If L' is another countably compact closed subset of Y, then f I .Xx L' is extended 
to a continuous map gL' : p(){) x L'->R. Then two maps gL and gv coincide with 
each other over _Yx (L n L') and hence over p(X) x (L n L'). Therefore we have a 
singlevalued map g: pCY) x Y->R, which coincides with gr, over p(X) x L. Since 
/J.(X) x Y is an AI-space and hence a quasi-k-space, we can conclude by the same 
argument as given before that 9 is a continuous map. 
Similarly as above, the map g: fI(X) x Y->R is extended to a continuous map 
h: p(X)x,u(Y)->R. Thus any continuous map f: XxY->R is extended to a 
continuous map h: ,fL(X) x p( Y)-> R. On the other hand, flCY) x li( Y) is a paracompact 
Jl,i-space by Morita [11, Theorem 6, 4] and hence topologically complete. Therefore 
we have li(XX Y) = ILJ(x flY by Theorem 2.4. This proves (a). 
REMARK. Recently Y. Tanaka has proved that the product map '(jJx ¢: Xx Y-> 
S x T, where y: _Y--> Sand cj): Y -} Tare quasi -perfect ma ps and S, Tare first 
countable spaces, is a quasi-perfect map if and only if the product of any countably 
compact closed subsets of _J( and Y is countably compact. 
In applications of Theorem 5. 2 the following theorem is useful. 
THEOREM 5. 3. Foy an !vi-space _Y the following statel1zents are equivalent. 
(a) _J(x Y is an 1~1-space for any f1.1-space Y. 
(b) Every quasi-j)eJfect map y from _Y onto a metric space S has the property 
that (jJx cj): Xx Y->Sx T is quasi-perfect for any quasi-perfect map ¢ from any space 
Y onto a metric space T. 
(c) Every countably comj)act closed subset A of _J( has the property that A X Y 
is countably compact for any countably compact space Y. 
(d) Every normal sequence {LV i} of open coverings of X satisfying condition 
(M) in § 3 has the property (CM). 
(Cl\!J:): For an.v discrete subsequ.ence .N of a sequence {Xi} such that XiESt (x, q; i) 
fm- each i and some poin'£- x of X, and for any non-empty subset S of J{-X where 
K is any compactijication of _J(, the subspace NU S of J( is not countably compact. 
Proof. (b) => (a) is obvious. (a) {=:} Cd) is proved by T. Isiwata [6]. To prove 
Cd) => (c), let A be any countably compact closed subset of _Y, and let (jJ be a quasi-
perfect map from _J( onto a metric space S. Then '(jJ(.A) is compact. LetT be a 
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space obtained from S by contracting t;.'{(1) to a point to, rrhen the quotient map 
¢: S---> T is perfect and T is metrizable. Hence /=9°9: )C -> T is quasi-perfect and 
Aef -l(tO)' It is sufficient to prove that if (d) holds, then B= f-l(ta) has the 
property that Ex Y is countably compact for any countably compact space Y. 
Let {q,f)d be a normal sequence of open coverings of T such that {St (t, CWi)} is 
a basis of neighborhoods at each point t of T. Let us set Vi, i=l, 2, .... 
Then {V d is a normal sequence of open coverings of )C satisfying condition (M). 
Let If. be any compactification of X and L the closure of E in 1(. Then L is a 
compactification of Band L-BeK-}{ since B is closed in )( 
Let N be any countable discrete subset of B. Then \ve have ~Ne BeSt (b, VE) 
for each i and each point b of B. Hence, if (d) holds, flU S is not countably 
compact for any subset S of L-A. Therefore, by a theorem of Frolik [2] Ex Y 
is countably compact for any countably compact space Y. This proves that (d) 
implies (c). 
Finally, assume (c). Let {LUd (resp. {q)i}) be a normal sequence of open 
coverings of X (resp. Y) satisfying condition (1\1). Let us set qA/i = {Ux V I UE Vi, 
VEq)d. Then {q))d is a normal sequence of open coverings of }{x Y (e.g. d. [4]). 
Let (.To, Yo) be any point of Xx Y, and suppose that 
for i=l, 2, .... 
Then the closure A of {.Td in )( and the closure B of {yd in Yare countably 
compact. Hence by (c) Ax B is countably compact, and consequently {(.Ti, Yi)} has 
an accumulation point in Xx Y. Thus (b) holds. 
REMARJ<:. If)C is an AI-space satisfying one of the conditions: Ci) X satisfies 
the first axiom of countability, Cii) X is locally compact, (iii) X is paracompact, 
then X satisfies condition (a) of Theorem 5. 3. T. Ishii, M. Tsuda and S. Kunugi 
[4] have given a condition for an Ai-space which implies (a) and is implied by any 
one of conditions (i) to (iii) above. However, as has been shown by T. Isiwata, 
their condition is not necessary for (a) to hold. 
6. The dimension of product spaces 
For a space X we define the covering dimension of -LY' dim X~, as the smallest 
integer n with the property that every finite normal open covering of X admits 
a finite normal open covering of order ~n+1 as a refinement. This defl11ition is 
due to M. Katetov (d. [3]) and it coincides with the covering dimension in the 
usual sense if X is normal. Since dim X = dim (3(X), the lemma below is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 2. 2. 
LEMMA 6.1. dim )(=dim peX) for any sjJace X. 
THEOREM 6. 2. If){ is a pseudo-parac01npact space and Y is a locally compact 
paTacompact space, then dim (Xx Y)~dim X+dim Y. 
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Proof. Sihce fleX) is paracompact, v\re have 
dim (p(X) x Y)~dim Il(X)+dim Y=dim X+dim Y 
by Morita [10j. On the other hand; by Theorem 5.1 we have 
dim (Xx Y) =dim p(Xx Y) =dim (p(X) x Y) . 
This proves Theorem 6. 2. 
287 
As another case for which the product theorem on dimension holds we can 
state the following theorem. 
. THEOREM 6. 3. If.X is an .l\1-space and Y is a ?netric space, then dim (Xx Y) 
~dim X+dim Y. 
Proof. In this case we have p(Xx Y) = flXX Y by Theorem 5. 2 and Remark 
following Theorem 5. 3. Since pC)() is a paracompact J\1-space, so is p(X) x Y. 
Therefore, by Kodatna [9, Theorem 4] we have 
dim (pC)() X Y)~dimp(X)+dim Y=dimX-I-dim Y. 
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6. 2 we obtain the desired 
inequality. 
By virtue of Motita [10, Theorem 7] the following theorem is proved similarly. 
THEOREM 6. 4. If X is pseudo-paracojizpact and Y is a polytope of finite 
dimension, then dim (Xx Y)=dim X+dim Y. 
7. Unsolved problems 
Let us list some of unsolved problems relating to our results in this paper. 
1. Find a characterization of a space X such that p(X) has a give property (P). 
As examples of (P) we mention: "paracompact ", "locally compact ", and 
" Lindelof ". 
11. Find a necessary and sufficient condition on X and Y for p(Xx Y) = p)[x pY 
to hold. 
As far as Xx Y is an l\1-space, Problem II is settled by Theorem 5.2. How-
ever; the following problem is open. 
III. If Xx Y is an Jlf-space, then does the formula p(Xx Y) = p.)(x pY hold? 
This problem is equivalent to Problem IV below. 
IV. If _)( and Yare countably compact spaces and if Xx Y is an 111-space, is 
Xx Y countably compact? 
Suppose that the answer of III is yes. If X and Yare countably compact 
spaces and Xx Y is an 1\1-space, then p(Xx Y)=pXx pY and pC)() , p(Y) are 
compact by Theorem 3. 1, and hence by applying Theorem 3. 1 again we see that 
Xx Y is countably compact. Thus IV is answered affirmatively. 
Conversely, suppose that the answer of IV is yes. Let I{ (resp. L) be any 
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countably compact closed subset of X (resp. Y). Then Kx L is a closed subset of 
the Ai-space ~)(x Y and so is itself an AI-space, and hence Kx L is countably 
compact, and consequently we have /lC){X Y) = /lXX fl Y by Theorem 5. 2. 
V. Does the product theorem dim (Xx Y)~dim X+dim Y hold for any spaces 
~)( and Y? 
Try the cases (a) X is arbitrary and Y is locally compact and paracompact, 
and (b) Xx Y is an ~n1"-space. The problem raised by J. Nagata: "Is dim (Xx Y)~ 
dim X+dim Y true for paracompact ~n1-spaces )( and Y?" is related to case (b) 
intimately as is seen from the proof of Theorem 6. 3. 
Added in proof (October 20, 1970). Recently Problem IV in § 7 has been 
answered in the negative by A. K. Steiner. 
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